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Abstract—Walsh codes are perfectly orthogonal binary (antipodal) block codes that found their use in many popular
applications over several decades including synchronous multiuser communications. It is well known in the literature that they
perform poorly for the case of asynchronous multiuser communications. Therefore, the near-orthogonal and nonlinear phase
Gold codes with better performance are the preferred user codes
in asynchronous direct sequence code division multiple access
(DS-CDMA) communications standards. In this paper, we relaxed
linear phase requirements and new sets of Walsh-like nonlinear
phase binary orthogonal user codes (transforms) are obtained
for asynchronous and synchronous spread spectrum multiuser
communications. It is shown that the proposed binary user code
family outperforms the Walsh codes significantly and they match
in performance with the popular, nearly orthogonal Gold codes
closely for asynchronous multiuser communications in additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels. It is also shown that all
of the binary code families considered in this paper performed
comparable for Rayleigh flat-fading channels. We present in this
paper that there are a good number of such desirable code sets
available in the binary sample space with different transform
sizes. These new binary sets with good performance and flexible
code lengths might help us to improve the spread spectrum
multiplexing capabilities of future wireline and wireless CDMA
communications systems.
Index Terms—Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel,
code division multiple access (CDMA), Gold sequences, orthogonal
binary codes, Rayleigh flat-fading channel, Walsh sequences.

I. INTRODUCTION

W

ALSH TRANSFORM (WT) has been widely used
in many applications including direct sequence code
division multiple access (DS-CDMA) communications. The
orthogonality property and the ease of use due to its binary
valued basis sequences make it attractive in implementations
[1]–[3], [5], [8], [19]. On the other hand, it was shown that
Walsh sequences (linear phase and orthogonal) are significantly inferior to the binary Gold codes (nonlinear phase and
near-orthogonal) of similar length and their extensions for the
case of asynchronous multicarrier communications [6], [7]. In
contrast, Walsh sequences are superior to the near-orthogonal
Gold family for synchronous communications due to their
orthogonality feature. Orthogonal transmultiplexers provide a
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unified theoretical framework for multicarrier communications
where the carrier sequences might pose different types of
time-frequency properties [9]. Our main focus in this paper
is on binary valued orthogonal carrier sequences that are simultaneously spread in the time and the frequency domains
[9]–[11]. Therefore, they are called spread spectrum user codes
in a DS-CDMA communications system or spread spectrum
perfect reconstruction quadrature mirror filters (PR-QMF) in
a critically sampled orthogonal filter bank configured in its
multiplexer (synthesis/analysis filter bank) form with shortest
possible filter sequences in time domain [10].
The Hadamard form of WT, the so-called Walsh–Hadamard
transform (WHT), is defined with its built-in scalability as follows:
(1)
(2)
where the notation indicates the matrix Kronecker product
operator [1], [19]. These sequences are utilized in the current
wireless communications standards such as IS-95, CDMA2000,
WCDMA as binary user codes or multicarriers [20]. More
specifically, WHT codes (row sequences of WT matrix) are
employed for downlink (from cell tower to mobile handheld
units) and Gold codes are used for uplink (from mobile handheld units to cell tower) communications as binary carriers or
user signatures in some standards although they might coexist
within the same channel.
Remark 1: As many other orthogonal transforms, WHT has
a constant (DC) sequence in the function set. This feature is
a requirement from any practical transform being employed in
source coding applications where DC component of a signal is
significant in many signal types.
Remark 2: Similar to all other popular orthogonal transforms,
WHT basis functions are linear phase sequences.
Remark 3: Any binary sequence in an orthogonal Walsh
set has a unique number of zero-crossings in the time domain. In a typical
size WHT matrix, row indices
also indicate the numbers of zero
crossings of the corresponding row sequences.
Remark 4: Except the DC sequence, the remaining sequences
in a Walsh set have zero-mean values. In contrast, theoretically
speaking, all sequences of the proposed Walsh-like nonlinear
phase orthogonal transform (NPOT) sets and the Gold sets have
nonzero-mean values.
Block transforms have been used for source coding applications where orthogonality, having a DC basis function, and
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linear phase features are important requirements for a good performance. As an example, discrete cosine transform (DCT) and
discrete-time subband (wavelet) transforms employed in the international compression standards like JPEG and MPEG for
image and video coding meet these requirements [11].
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TABLE I
DECIMAL VALUES OF TYPICAL NONLINEAR PHASE WALSH-LIKE AND WALSH
CODES FOR 8, 16, 32 BITS ( 1 VALUE OF BINARY SEQUENCE SAMPLES IS
REPLACED BY 0 VALUED BITS)

0

II. WALSH-LIKE NPOT
All binary sequences and transforms belong to the binary
sample space. The basis generation kernels and built-in scalable
nature of WT family make it easy to obtain them analytically [1],
[2], [19]. On the other hand, the entire Walsh family is basically
generated out of the unique 2 2 orthogonal matrix with linear
phase row sequences through the matrix Kronecker product operator as shown in (2). Therefore, the Walsh sequences of any
dimension have linear phase responses inherently.
Walsh family is a subset of available binary orthogonal spaces
within the overall binary sample space. Although linear phase
response is an inherent feature of orthogonal Walsh sequences,
one of their most popular applications, namely, spread spectrum
CDMA communications does not have such a requirement. In
addition to the linear phase property, Walsh sets are also restricted not to include more than one sequence with the same
number of time-domain zero crossings.
In this paper, we propose a new, Walsh-like binary orthogonal
transform with nonlinear phase basis sequences. Relaxing linear
phase property (even/odd symmetry in time sequences) allows
us to enlarge the search region within the binary sample space
that has orthogonal codes with better correlation properties than
the Walsh family. We also relaxed the strict condition of having
basis sequences with unique number of time-domain zero-crossings in the set. In addition, any of these new sets does not have
to have DC basis sequence. Due to the availability of computational resources today, we performed brute force searches in the
binary sample space in order to obtain some of these new orthogonal sets. The binary sample space for -length orthogonal code
sets generated through brute force search consists of
integer numbers. Code sets with -basis functions are obtained
by sequentially searching for orthogonal binary sequences in
the sample space. The complexity of the sequential search algorithm employed in this paper is limited to the maximum of
iterations.
Table I displays the decimal values of binary basis sequences
of the proposed Walsh-like transforms for the sizes of 8, 16,
value of binary sequence
and 32 bits along with WTs where
samples are replaced by 0 valued bits for this representation.
The interested reader is referred to [12] for additional Walsh-like
binary codes with various lengths.
Remark 5: Although the orthogonal WT of binary sequences
is limited to power of two in its sizes, it is found that there
are many other orthogonal and near-orthogonal transforms of
various sizes in the binary sample space with nonlinear and
linear phase basis sequences [12], [13]. Similarly, available code
lengths are also very limited in the Gold family [14], [15]. The
flexibility in sizes of available binary codes is a significant advantage in implementation of emerging spread spectrum multicarrier and multiuser radio applications like dense sensor networks with low-power and low-complexity constraints.

In Section III, we present performance of the proposed
Walsh-like binary, nonlinear phase orthogonal codes. We compared their performance with the popular codes such as Gold
and Walsh families. Our comparisons include their time-domain properties like auto- (intracode) and cross- (intercode)
correlations, and bit error rate (BER) performances for the
asynchronous multicarrier communications scenarios in additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) and Rayleigh flat-fading
channels. We also compared their BER performance as a
function of the number of users in a multiuser communications
system. It is shown that the proposed Walsh-like nonlinear
phase binary orthogonal transform significantly outperforms
Walsh codes, and provides a performance comparable to the
Gold codes in AWGN channels for all performance metrics and
communications scenarios considered in this paper. In contrast,
it is also observed that all of the binary code families considered
in this paper performed comparable for Rayleigh flat-fading
channels. Moreover, it is shown that all of the code families
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Fig. 1. Typical 32-length Walsh code, a typical 32-length proposed Walsh-like
(NPOT) code along with a typical 31-length Gold code.

(a)

tested tend to perform comparable for all channel types when
the number of users in the channel is increased.
III. PERFORMANCE COMPARISONS
A. Time-Frequency and Correlation Properties
A typical 32-bit orthogonal Walsh code, a typical 32-length
proposed Walsh-like code, and a 31-length Gold code are
displayed in Fig. 1. Magnitude and phase functions of these
codes are also shown in Fig. 2(a) and (b), respectively. Note
that the sample sequence of the proposed orthogonal codes
has more evenly spread frequency spectrum compared to the
sample Walsh code of the same length. Additionally, proposed
Walsh-like and Gold sequences have nonlinear phase functions
while Walsh sequences are linear phase functions.
Autocorrelation sequences for typical codes of three families
are displayed in Fig. 3(a). The cross-correlation sequences between an arbitrary pair of codes [for two-user case with codes
and
defined as
] are
displayed in Fig. 3(b) for the three binary families under consideration. It is observed from the figure that the Gold and the proposed nonlinear phase Walsh-like orthogonal codes have similar autocorrelation (intracode correlation) and cross-correlation
(intercode correlation) sequences while sample Walsh pair has
worse correlation properties than the others.
For 32-bit codes, maximum, mean, deviation (variance/mean), square sum of correlation values of even, odd,
aperiodic cross correlations between all the pairs of codes for
Walsh, Gold, and the proposed codes (a typical one) are given
in Table II [4]. It is observed from the table that the maximum
cross-correlation value for Walsh is 32 whereas for Gold and
for Walsh-like values, it is less than 32. Deviation value for
proposed orthogonal codes is comparable to Gold codes. It is
much higher for Walsh codes. Sums of square of correlation
values are similar for different types of codes. Hence, as a
metric, sum of square of correlations has no effect on the
communications performance for the total family. These inter-

(b)
Fig. 2. (a) Magnitude functions and (b) phase functions of Walsh, Gold, and
proposed Walsh-like binary codes plotted in Fig. 1.

and intracode correlation properties (multiuser interference)
along with the channel noise conditions imposed on them
dictate the performance of a multiuser communications system
at the receiver. Therefore, choosing the best possible user
codes with minimum intra- and intercode correlation properties
will significantly improve the performance of a DS-CDMA
communications system, particularly for the cases with high
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and low number of users.
B. AWGN Channel Performance
We first considered an asynchronous communications scenario with two users in the system. The goal here is to investigate the BER performance of the communications system with
AWGN noise assumption for different user code families considered. This helps us to better understand the variations of the
intra- and intercode correlations at the receiver whenever the
channel noise is present since it dominates the performance
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TABLE II
CROSS-CORRELATION METRICS FOR 32- AND 31-LENGTH CODES

(a)

(b)
Fig. 3. (a) Autocorrelation (intracode correlation) and (b) cross-correlation (intercode correlation) sequences for typical Gold, Walsh, and Walsh-like codes.

of the binary detector especially for low SNR cases. The randomness of the channel noise will perturb the noise-free correlation properties of the user codes presented in Table II. The
communications performance of a multiuser communications
system is computed by taking the average of BER measurements over all possible pairs of codes and all possible delays
for any given code family. Fig. 4 displays BER performances
of 16-bit Walsh and proposed Walsh-like code families. It is
clearly seen from this figure that the latter significantly outperforms the first one. Similarly, Fig. 5 displays the BER curves
for 32-bit Walsh and Walsh-like and 31-bit Gold codes. It is
observed from these curves that the proposed nonlinear phase
Walsh-like orthogonal code family outperforms Walsh codes
significantly, and its performance closely matches with the Gold
codes. Fig. 6(a) and (b) shows the multiuser performance comparisons of proposed Walsh-like orthogonal codes along with
15 dB and SNR
the other two code families for SNR
20 dB, respectively, as a function of number of users in the
channel. As the number of simultaneous users in the communications system increases, multiple inter- (multiuser interfer-

Fig. 4. BER performance of size 16 Walsh and proposed nonlinear phase
Walsh-like orthogonal codes of size 16 for asynchronous communications
channel and two-user scenario in AWGN.

ence) and intracode correlations (self-induced multipath interference) dominate the BER performance. Therefore, BER performances of the three families considered in this paper merge
together for higher number of simultaneous users in a multiuser
communications system as seen in those curves. Note that this
point is oversighted quite often and many of the comparative
performance studies reported in the literature are mostly limited to only two-user and infinite-user scenarios. In a real-world
system, there are a finite number of users, usually more than
two. The authors are currently studying this problem from the
multiuser interference modeling perspective.
Since the proposed nonlinear phase Walsh-like codes are orthogonal in their nature, theoretically speaking, they outperform the Gold codes for the synchronous communications chan-
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Fig. 5. BER performances of size 31 (near-orthogonal) Gold, size 32 Walsh,
and 32 size nonlinear phase Walsh-like (orthogonal) codes for asynchronous
communications channel and two-user scenario in AWGN.

Fig. 7. BER performances of size 16 Walsh and size 16 nonlinear phase Walshlike (orthogonal) codes for synchronous and asynchronous communications in
Rayleigh flat-fading channels with two-user scenario.

binary codes with respect to their lengths, and with good BER
performances.
C. Rayleigh Flat-Fading Channel Performance
Under Rayleigh flat fading, channel has a constant gain and
linear phase over a bandwidth which is greater than the transmitted signal bandwidth [16], [18]. Here, the channel conditions
are assumed to remain the same during a symbol interval. Spectral characteristics of the transmitted signal are preserved at the
receiver whereas the amplitude of the received signal changes
with time. Fading channel for each user is modeled independently of the other users in the uplink scenario. Rayleigh fading
is a multiplicative distortion and modeled as
, where
is the channel waveform,
is the transmitted
is the AWGN, and the notation
is the multiplisignal,
consists of a single tap
cation [17]. For flat-fading channel,
is a wide-sense stationary (WSS) complex
with zero delay.
Gaussian process, with zero-mean and unit variance, whose amplitude varies as a Rayleigh probability density function (pdf).
Clark’s model is used to define the spectral characteristics of the
channel that are controlled by the Doppler frequency of the mobile [16]. Smith’s simulation model is employed for generating
the fading model [16]. Complex Gaussian samples generated
are masked with a filter whose power spectral density
for
(PSD) function is given by

(a)

(b)
Fig. 6. (a) Multiuser performances of size 31 (near-orthogonal) Gold, size 32
Walsh, and size 32 nonlinear phase Walsh-like (orthogonal) codes in AWGN
channel for (a) SNR 15 dB and (b) SNR 20 dB as a function of number of
users in the system.

=

=

nels (as Walsh sequences) while performing comparable with
them for the asynchronous AWGN case. Moreover, they provide much wider selection of orthogonal and near-orthogonal

where
is the Doppler frequency. Inverse fast Fourier transform (FFT) followed with square-root operation is applied on
the resulting samples to generate Rayleigh distributed amplitude pdf.
Fig. 7 displays the BER performances of the proposed Walshlike code family of size 16, and Walsh codes of size 16 in synchronous and asynchronous Rayleigh flat-fading channel conditions for a two-user case. Performance of the proposed code
is similar to that of Walsh with length 16 in both cases. Similarly, Fig. 8 shows the BER performances of the Walsh-like
codes of size 32, Gold codes of size 31, and Walsh codes of size
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figure that the performance of proposed codes closely matches
with the other codes. It is also observed that orthogonal codes
perform better than near-orthogonal Gold codes under Rayleigh
flat-fading channel conditions for synchronous case. This figure
also shows that all of the codes tested perform poorly for asynchronous scenario. Fig. 9(a) and (b) shows the multiuser BER
performance of the proposed Walsh-like orthogonal, Gold, and
Walsh codes as a function of the number of users in the channel
at SNR 15 dB and SNR 20 dB, respectively, for Rayleigh
flat-fading channels. It is seen from these BER curves that all
codes perform comparable in Rayleigh flat-fading channels.
IV. CONCLUSION

Fig. 8. BER performances of size 31 (near-orthogonal) Gold, size 32 Walsh,
and nonlinear phase Walsh-like (orthogonal) codes for the two-user, synchronous and asynchronous Rayleigh flat-fading channel scenarios.

(a)

The growing demand for orthogonal, fixed power (binary/antipodal) user codes challenges us to design additional orthogonal codes to be employed in the emerging and future applications of multicarrier spread spectrum communications with flexible code sizes and power requirements than the ones used in the
current wireless technologies. We made an attempt to address
that need in this paper. We show that the Walsh codes utilize
only a small subset of the orthogonal binary sample space due to
their intrinsic restrictions that are not necessarily important for
spread spectrum CDMA communications. We proposed a design methodology, and searched and obtained a number of nonlinear phase Walsh-like orthogonal code sets that outperform
Walsh codes, and closely match with or outperform the Gold
codes for asynchronous and synchronous multicarrier CDMA
applications under a variety of channel assumptions. The communications capabilities of the existing spread spectrum systems using Walsh and Gold codes might be improved in their
next generations by employing these new code sets and others.
Additionally, having a rich library of binary code sets, with flexible lengths and good performance, will offer further efficiencies
and additional information about security options in the user
code level for the wireless communications and sensor networks
applications in the future.
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(b)
Fig. 9. Multiuser BER performances of size 31 (near-orthogonal) Gold, size 32
Walsh, and size 32 nonlinear phase Walsh-like (orthogonal) codes for Rayleigh
flat-fading channel with (a) SNR 15 dB (asynchronous case) and (b) SNR
20 dB as a function of number of users in the system.

=
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